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PREFACE
A central problem of non-par air© trie inference is that of testing, 
against specified alternatives, the hypothesis that the distribution 
functions of several different populations are identical, A 
common procedure when faced with a problem of this nature is to assume 
that all populations from which samples have been taken are normal and 
to establish a test of the hypothesis within the domain of normal 
populations. This assumption, of course, is introduced primarily 
because normal populations are particularly amenable to mathematical 
analysis. But in justification of its apparently rather limiting 
nature it is argued (i) that departure from normality of the 
populations will not affect to any great extent (at least for large 
samples} the sampling distribution of the statistic used to establish 
a critical region and (ii) that alternative approaches to the problem 
involving no assumptions regarding the populations, will (again at 
least for large samples) lead to similar inferences [s] .
One such alternative approach that is often available is to use 
the same statistic as is used in 'normal theory* but to obtain a 
critical region from the distribution of the statistic over equally 
likely permutations of sample values. Leaving aside questions of 
the power of the test used justification of the normal theory approach 
on the basis (ii) rests on the equivalence for large samples of the 
randomisation distribution and the normal theory sampling distribution 
of the statistic used.
Discussion of randomisation distributions has generally been 
limited to finding the first four moments of the distributions [to] ,
[/Bj . The first proof of the limiting form of a randomisation
distribution was given by Hotelling and Babst [ 4 ] , in connection with 
rank correlation. More recently Wald and Wolfowitz [ l Q 9 [l t] , Noether [S] 
Daniels[ S ]  , Madow L7] have discussed the limiting forms of the 
randomisation distributions of various statistics.
In the present thesis we discuss conditions under which the 
randomisation distributions and the normal theory distributions of 
statistics belonging to a certain class are asymptotically equivalent.
This thesis, which arose from a question put to me by Dr. C. E. V. 
Leser of Glasgow University, might be regarded as a development of a 
discussion initiated by, particularly, Wald and Wolfowitz Llf] . The 
present viewpoint, however, is different. The main points of overlap 
with previous work on this subject are theorems 2*6 and 3*5. Theorem 
2*6 is proved here under more general conditions than hitherto, while 
theorem 3*5 is proved by a new and more direct method.
The additional paper on the logarithmic distribution arose from 
a question concerning Professor Fisher's original paper on the subject 
[/4] put to me by Mr. M.V, Brian of Glasgow University. Since it was 
written. Mr. F. J. Anscombe has drawn my attention to the fact that 
it is very similar to part of his own work on this subject i / 6 ,
I wish to thank Dr. S. A. Sobb of Glasgow University whose lectures 
first stimulated ny interest in mathematical statistics, who has kept 
this interest alive in subsequent discussions, and who supervised the 
major part of my research.
Finally I also wish to express my thanks, for a series of most 
interesting and instructive lectures, to the staff of the mathematical 
statistics department in Cambridge University - in particular to Dr.
H. S. Daniels, who supervised my study there.
Introduction : The following notation will be used throughout*
An ordered set of variables (or fixed values} yt , .....
will be denoted by y*.
A/
v*.s %  Cv,+% *■■■■*■ %.)
j 1______j
tyfy) = TL S ’ " V*0 j - 2, 3......C */
5 t  J? V  j = 1. 2. 3......
P ^ H J I ( , 1^  „,, 2 g  the probability of the relation B given 
information I, , Ig , •
/ W  - 0(*i ) ■=■ — 5> a non-zero constant as ns>«o
/(k) •= o (^h, ) H ^  0 as n «o
- O(^) H  either OC^)
or o (^5) .
Ie*  ^A   ^1 = 2,.... be a sequence of random variables*
let HqI yU. # 6 } denote the hypothesis that the distribution function
/ ra -fr-A)x
of £  is K(/t, 6l) for all i, i.e., P ^ ; 4C.| / e
jv can be represented by a point in an n-diaensional Euclidean space
A#
Wn(the sample space) with mutually j/" axes 0$, ,0$zt-- - ■
Rq { yl 9 6 ) defines a probability measure in this space*
let t( ) be a statistic which is a Borel/function and has the property
/V J '
that P i d l  Ho is independent of/<- and 6" . Then if ttmte
Hq denotes the hypothesis that the distribution function of 
each j?. has the same normal form without specifying /<■ * 6 »
is meaningful and this is the normal theory distribution
function of t.
let be a fixed value assumed by^- i = 1, 2, 3,.... and let the 
sequence (x^ be such that m3(xn) / 0 n = 2, 3,.... 
let denote the set of hi points in Wn obtained by permuting the
coordinates (x^  , x^ #....xn) in all possible ways. (In the case 
where some of the xfs are equal a distinguishing label is supposed 
attached to each, so that there may be nl points in some of
which may be coincident ibut not all since ra^ lx^  ^ 0.)
Let Xjj denote the general point of 3^.
/V,
Let denote the hypothesis that each j*; has the same distribution 
function.
defines a probability measure in the set the joint distribution 
of X j # %s , • • • • .3^  when H£ is true being given by
P {  */- Xfi , *h I "o' \ « ~t<
for all permutations # ..... ,pnJ of (1# 2, ...., n}
Then p J £0^.) ~ & l.^ oj = X “/ where
V £ ^ f denotes the number of points of for which
is the randomisation distribution of t.
Vfo are interested in the equivalence
P [  t&O 6 *  I H/ j  = P [  *(|0  4 a I (A)
for large values of n.
There is a class of statistics for which the equivalence (A) has a 
certain geometrical significance and it is this class J^with which we 
shall be concerned.
is the class of §tatistics t with the properties 
C i) If a is any constant
(iij If b^O is a constant
t (i>&, a A, - -. i» A ) = A  " k)-
i.e. t is homogeneous of degree 0.
(iiij i for some distinct pair of points
X''-* , X1* « & ,  ■ ■=
<1/ _ L * * c
includes many commonly occurring statistics for if z \/ J
then any function, tLt*) has the properties (i) and (ii) . Many statistics
in comnon use are of the form . The property (iii) of the
class X  is introduced to exclude statistics t where randomisation
distribution is trivial.
CHA.PTBB I The Geometrical Interpretation of the Problem.
1*1 Lemma : If t € T denotes the set of points ( ) for
— —
which and and Cn~2,C^~ ^  denotes the
subset of jiK~2. in t £ a, then P ^ &  j tto^is meaningful
and is equal to J-h-z J where denotes r-dimensional
I-H-2. ^  ^ K-2 J-
Iebesgue measure.
Broof:
The truth of Hq I/h. , £ ) associates a probability weight
with the point /* of Wn.
When H0(JLL 9 € ) is true all points of Wh for which 
is constant are equally likely, i.e. all points on the surface 
of an n-sphere centred on {yc , s...•••..,/c ) are equally likely,
fence if Cn . 7 is a region of (n - r) dimensions contained in the 
surface of such a hypersphere while © r is a measurable subset of
°n " r J . ; / » ? _  L
k* e e U-v(C*-0 [
In particular the set Gn _ g contained on the surface of the 
hyper Sphere with equation __
( Ar a) *+ - ■* $»-*■)1-  h L +c^ ou)J
for the hyperplane je + £*, •••• + j^ = JvX* meets this where it meets
I5,2"* —  &*■/*- +■ *■ ^ [ * 2  to*) ^ jk~5u)vJ
fence all points of ^ are equally likely and
We have now to show that the B.S. of (1, 1, 1) is independent of 
/U , & , Xn and It is clearly independent ofyU, and for
cn - 2 dspsads onX*and m^t^) only.
Varying PC* equivalent to translating - 2 a parallel
to the line ^ = \z = .... = and suoh translation leaves ~ a)
relatively unaltered by the property (i) of t. fence R.S. of (1.1.1) 
is independent of and we oan take DCH = 0 so that the centre of
Cn - 2 is oriSin* Varying is equivalent to altering the
radius of C 0 and since by (ii J t is constant on any line of fixedn ** ti
direction through the origin the R.S. of (1.1.1) is independent of
fence is independent of £ , 2Ca
and m* (x_) and it follows that P? t ^  a | IL £ is meaningful and is
equal to ^
Note : We have excluded the case (xn) = 0 tacitly throughout the
proof. Since given HQ(/c »€ ) “JJxn) = 0 with probability zero, the 
exclusion of this case does not affect the result.
1*2 Lemma : Cn _ 2
This is immediately obvious for if X*vi® any point of 3^  we have
Xl+ Xi ----'+■ Xjq zm + ‘ ■*“ ^
and *  ^ < * 0 -
and so Xk £
fence Cn _ 2 and ^he equality sign oan clearly be dropped,
ii3; : If (t^)^ is the number of points of
occurring in Cn _ 2^  - a)
? { a h )  * *  1 Ho' I *
fence the equivalence (A) occurs if and only if
i.e. if and only if the number of points of occurring in mi
is proportional to the measure of this set.
1*4 : Asynptotically the randomisation distribution and the
distribution under normal theory of any statistios t e X  will be 
equivalent if the sequence (x^ is such that the set of points X*, 
tends to be uniformly distributed throughout Cn _ 1* the
number of points occurring in any measurable subset of Cn _ g tends 
to be proportional to its measure.
This is a very restrictive condition which, as will be seen and 
is intuitively to be expected, necessitates that the set of measures 
Xj, x2, ••. .xn should tend to be normally distributed as n increases.
For any particular t, however we require for (A) only that the 
points Xh  should tend to be distributed uniformly relative to a 
particular class of subsets of Cn _ 2 viz., the class of subsets of 
the form Cn „ g(t ^  a) .
As is usually the case, this geometrical interpretation of the 
problem is more useful for its suggestive ness than for any other 
purpose. We continue the discussion on a narrower basis by 
considering subsets of jh with the geometrical picture as a guide*
CHAPTER II The Class of Linear Combinations. 
Let the sequence (Rn) where
%  rI) = ^ i
v \jt .C»f
where   >yu) ara ^aigaed sets of constants for
n sb- 2, 3, 4, ... such that 4 0* define for each n, the
statistic R, and let be the class of statistics of the form S.
Prom the point of view of randomisation theory t& may be regarded as 
the set of standardised linear combinations. From the point of 
view of normal theory is the set of standardised produot-msment 
correlation coefficients.
Clearly Rn 6 X
2*1 Theorem : A necessary and sufficient condition that
I  - 1  p {**(&**.!»o\ (B,
for all a and all R e ^  is that the set of measures x, „ x2 ,•••• x^ 
should tend to be normally distributed.
The proof is divided into several parts.
2*2 : Necessity. Consider the statistic R° defined by
R. ( «  - ^ . 5j
— (1, 0, 0, 0)
Without loss of generality we can taka = 0 and mft( X* ) = 1 so 
that the hyper sphere Cn _ g has equations
+ K  -  *• .
i® constant (and equal to C) on the intersection of Cn _ g with
the hyper sphere & = C.
8.
Efenoe if a, , are constants such that - J (n - 1) a; ag ^  ^(n-l),
cn - 2 a^»' En~  ^is cn - 2 contain®d between the
hyperplanes J» = a,, ^  = a2 .
Nowj? = Id $J(n - ^ meets Cn .. g *n t*1® "surface" of an (n - 2) sphere
I c I
of radius fii oos 0 where sin 0 «
TT ^  .Vi—i
The •surface* of an n-sphare of radius r = 2 f(§T
Hence
while
c* “ *
r K vji-o
U - *  f  C « <>, 4 R°k* O }  = 1  2 . ( X  ^ ® )  ^  3
^c.h <*. 
H n  J—
\fr-0
rtr)
K-/ U*Tl
L J A * } -  2 ^
After reduction this gives
U-i f C*» r ( t ')._
Lh-2^ k -0 ' ftf)
re?)
ft*.
r \KK-o
a,
\C*-0
?
xAC
a.=■ vfr-j v/f r ^ 2-) ^
Now as n — ^ x a-/
^  ' v S r © ) ^ 1 * “ *  e - i ) *
uniformly in the interval a j ^  y £ a5 .
Hence /.tf*.
Z p{ a> * = l eA  i -
n ®n(ai ~ ,x — &g I b® the number of the values of the set 
x I » • •.. • .Xjj for which a (£ ^ a ^ •
Ihsh v { c 3 K-l ^ ( 4 , 4 X ^ a t) for there
are (n - 1)1 points of 3^  with each fixed value for J*/ •
a,*» p[«, 6 R^x*) * ftz J Hj j  = &(«■*** O  .
2 tl *• \
-X1
-3> e
So in order that (B) be satisfied for R° it is neoessary that
/  r a *- •
<pn (a, & x ^ aA) - 1 rfy
i.e. that the x's should tend to be normally distributed*
2f3 s Suffioienoy :
2*3*1 Ienma : ^  P  $ 4, * ^ j | - yfjjf f 6 a
K.-^ o  ^ J Vfti
for all S &,!%
Ri
Proof : 2*2*1 gives the distribution of yj'fa,} under normal
Q-l , i i *
theory, for writing b( = , b ^ ^ ^  we have, for -/ ^  ba^  J
Pf ^  *»J H<J *
R U C K )Thus — -— has the same distribution as has the product-moment
vo-o
correlation coefficient in sauries of K from a bivariate normal 
population with zero correlation*
Rlthl is in fact the product-120103nt oorralation coefficient for
\Ji*~ 0 .
the n sets of measures ( f, , 1), ( , 0), ( ,  Oj •*••*( , Of*
We show that every Sn( K  J has the same distribution when IL is true*
h ^ „ T
let \/0-«) JT   be any member of
Then
Now let ^  pjj be an orthogonal transformation
such that 1 / 7  ? Z. \
*  27 ^  &  *»
9^, j are orthogonal since 27#/ = 0.
13/ ' ....
If each is N( 0, 1} and the are independent, then each yc is
N(0, 1) and the y'a axe independent*
10.
Also ire havo
Hence whan Ho(0, 1) is true every Rn oan be expressed in exactly the 
same form in terms of independent N(0# 1) random variables*
So the distribution of every 3^ when HQ(0, 1) is true ( and so when 
Hq is true) is the sane*
Hence under normal theory every H has the same limiting distribution
and this is the limiting distribution of E°.
This proves the lemma*
2*3*2 Lemma : let dity - (dip^z,-- ^ 0  tea partition of an integer
S.
*** ( ^ 0  130 s2rcaBtric polynomial^ *
and 0(X;) is a partition of S such that eaoh 0i is the sum of one 
or more s # h* <  h and C( a, 0} is a function of the partitions 
ct(h)# 0(h*) independent of ,
This lemma states an identity in symnetric polynomials, and the proof 
is omitted as it occurs repeatedly (in slightly different form) e.y Ll] „ 
2*3*3 Ienma : Let E(0| H) denote the expectation of the random variable
0 whose distribution is defined by a hypothesis H.
where simulation extends over all ordered sets (i, , i^ ,*•* of ^  
integers from 1, 2, n.
where is a sum of terms of the form
Then
11.
2*3*4 lemma : let r be a fixed integer ? 2, and let n r •
If Xkv - O , ^ . 3r 0 , K * ^ 0  *
. 00) > J J
then
f ' - -f- O 6  ) * ^  <UHMi
E { ( i i , p 4 i n : j = . <-*«
/ ^ •Z'
Proof : Expanding ( ^2 J by the multinomial ^ {pp-nsion*,
taking expectations term by term and oolleoting terms gives
icXc) I «»j =  ^vl 2 * ^  S a / f r )  (c)
where summation extends over all partitions of r and
c6^ )) ~ Tf !
where, when the a's are all chosen from JP different positive integers
0, » 3% 7T^  of the a* a are equal to j*.
Now by lemma (2*3*2) sinoe the number of terms in 'fc'tm*) is independent
of 71 and sinoe is a* most 0(1) 5 fii ~
o^Liu.) C ^ )  - ^  JT -h Q ^ C * ^ ) .L•—(
wtere is at most 0 (a *-1).
= IT v ^ )  + ^O.Ha nee KL"J
If any Oils odd ^.(x.) =  °(0-
If r is odd at least one o.^ in each partition o(h) is odd and so sinoe the 
number of terms on R.S, of (C) is independent of '*'J
T l ^ k t ^ X c J j H : }  -  < 0  3 + ■ < * * .
12.
W l O  - * This oan be seen by applying J W  2-3-2
and noting that P fi*- J 9 2.
I W h  I ‘  - * ■
3f_r_jLs even^, say r = 2q and if ©vary is even say = 2 ^i, 0( h} is a
partition of q and ^
jjL jf bin)!
T f V ^  =  c U . ^ r j  
^ ' 4  t**) {_
- s.1 JJ. ~pi\
So we have r
E{ (*£*fc?*|«} - ijfeZtftZ)! jj^'f w5mv! ,w*o (1 * °(,>) J"®
summation now taking place over all partitions a(hf in which each is 
even a = 2 0.. s
(a$)! / — ------ S ^ K ^ f i + o O w o ©
_ M l _ f  1 * o(0 .
Stl i\ L -K.
C»t)!
i I
and the lemma is proved. ^ 1/ •
+ °6)
2*3*5 Lemma : If, for sufficiently large n
~ \  g & v  + 0(j) ’ j e ^ :  t * ■* • * > * , - -
W ^ J k ~ i  °0) > j °**
then the randomisation distribution of any S 6- 5? is asymptotically 11(0, 1)
5br writing r / _ ^kZL^L % ■= -tVt~
^  V K4J£rO ^ ^
lr ^  ^
any Sn(XnJ oan be written w- v ^  W*10P9 •®(lU0no®s ( )»
( } satisfy the conditions of lesma 2*3*4.
It follows that as n-^>*o the r*h mon»nt of the distribution of
tends to that of a N(0, 1) distribution. Since the latter distribution 
is completely determined by its moments, the limiting distribution of 
is N(0, 1}. This completes the proof of Theorem 2*1.
2*4: Geometrioal Interpretation : The subset of Cn - 2 for which
a ( £ Hn ^ aa may be considered as an "interval" of Cn _ g 
The geometrical interpretation of 2*1 is that the set of points Xix 
tends to be distributed uniformly relative to all "intervals" of _ g
if and only if the measures x j , x2 ,,......,xn tend to be normally
distributed.
However for uniform distribution of the set of points Xt\ relative only 
to various subsets of the class of all 'intervals' of _ g , much 1ess 
restrictive conditions on the distributions of the measures x ; , x2 
is sufficient, as is shown by the following, theorem 2*6.
2*5 lemma : let a be a constant such that 0 ^  a a J and let b = -g- - a.
If £,= fn = 0ym x{ Xn ) = m 2( 1* ) = 1
£roof : In 2*3*4 (C( we had
w i E j ( j q t  I =  ^  C ^  ^ ^
summation extending over all partitions a(h} of r. o[_a(h}J is 
independent of ^  and the number of terms on B.S# is independent of ,
Applying lemma 2*3-2 to and ( * M) sh(nra that
the S.S. can be expressed as a sum of terms of the form ^
2 ^ 2  c[°(cv)4.l*(*),p(A,)x*Sl f
■where
(i) the number of terms is independent of n •
(T(4*.)) 7 ^
(ii) $(£) f is a Par*Ji‘ti°n °£ r in “which 1 &,< ■£, j ar“* 9ao^ ^(3 
is the sum of one or more a's.
(iii) k a(h), £S(h, J, y  (hT )l is independent of n and is equal to 
1 if h(= h2 = h so that a(h), $[hf and T(h| are the same partition of 
r.
*We consider the order of the term 2*5*2.
If any Jj>2 an^  svery (3^  ^2 the order of the term 2*5*2 is 
Q r +At - A, + a-C^ -a^ ,) •* LC^-S A)J
■s. o['K9’^ ' SWtA &■+!>=£.
■- 0 [ ^ U + ^ - A]  „  o (0 **«.
If any Y L = ^ *he term 2*5*2 is .zero.
Also if any ^  = 1 the term 2*5*2 is zero.
%nce if r is odd, the R.S. of 2*5*1 is 0(1), for if r is odd at least
one V. in each term is odd i.e. is either 1 or is greater than 2.
t)
The only terms which can be greater than 0(1} are those in whieh each 
Y* = 2. This necessitates r even.t) .....
If^rJLs eyen__ and.hj while T}= £*2 =..... = = 2 then
(i} the term 2*5*2 is 0 if any ^  = 1 
(ii} if each ^  >  2 the term 2*5*2 is not greater than
and this is 0(1) unless h(= h2 = h for 2bhj + 2ah^£=h, the equality
15
sign occurring only when = h^ w h*
Hanc© the only term of the form 2*5*2 which may not be 6(1) is the term
in which hf = h2 = h and 0(h, ) = JT(h^ _> = a{h) * (2#8# ......2)
/■ — f
For this term k = 1, C |^ a(h) I = ' by 2*3*4 and the term itself
is T-!
+  0 ( 0
This completes the proof*
2*6 Theorem : If 0 £ a ^ J and b =* J - a and Is the subset of the
class for which  ^Tfe*1) , ^  C)[h ^  ^  1 j — 3# 4#...**fi
jJ/- ~
then the randomisation "distribution 
provided ^
fi*!z CHhj]J/z
Froof : This follows from 2*5 in the same ways as does 2*3*5 from 2*3*4*
Theorem 2*6 is a more general form of a theorem by Wald and Wolfowitz.
ML
2*7: General Discussion of Chapter 2.
Theorem 2*1 goes part of the way towards answering the question - 
is the asymptotic randomisation distribution of any statistic equivalent 
to its asymptotic normal theory distribution, when in fact the population 
from which the sample has been drawn is normal? Intuition would 
indicate that this must be so. Theorem 2*1 answers the question for a 
particular class of statistics - the class^ of correlation coefficients* 
Theorem 2*6 in the general form proved her©, is also mainly of 
theoretical interest in that it demonstrates how mild are the conditions 
sufficient to ensure that the asynptotic normal theory distribution and 
the asynptotic randomisation distribution of a statistic B € $\ be 
equivalent•
From this point of view it strengthens the conviction that the normal
of any B 6 (jb is N(0, 1) asynptotioall£
16.
theory approach for large samples leads to more or lass the same results 
as the randomisation approach.
From a slightly different viewpoint this theorem emerges as a . 
particular case of the Central Limit Theorem when the random variables 
in the sequence concerned are not independent. This aspect of the 
Central Limit Theorem has not been fully treated at all and the main 
results in this field which deal with oases in which oertain 
subsequences are 'nearly independent' dTo not seem to be applicable in 
the case of the sequence ( of random variables which are 'far from
The main interest of this paper* however* lies in investigating the 
asymptotic equivalence of the two approaches with reference to statistics 
ooznoonly used in tests of significance. While the results of the next 
chapter are more useful in this respect* some commonly occurriz^ g statistics
are. of some interest per ee.
2*7*1 s Asynptotic normality of the product-moment rank correlation 
coefficient. This result was first proved by Hotelling and Eabst.
It is derived from Theorem 2*6 setting
The corresponding B( J is clearly the standardised product moment rank
independent'.
* and the corresponding cases of Theorem 2*6
= i i = 1* 2*
Xc = i i = 1, 2*
n
correlation coefficient.
Also for these values
for
17.
KCfr) *
^  ) 2 •’C  6 '  ^V o ”1 *4 (%«)
where C^ f*) * "KT^ ^  ^  C)t~^ -I
Hence faj £•£*) 0  [ ^  J
wad ^  . -+^  A  /1 'j
w
Hence the conditions of Theorem 2*6 are satisfied a fortiori.
This provides an interesting illustration of the weakness of the normal 
theory assumption in the oase of large samples* For in this oase the 
assumption that the set of measures 1, 2,......n is a random saaqpls from
a normal population would lead to more or less the same result as (here) 
the more conventional randomisation approach.
2»7»2 : Sampling without Replacement from a Finite Population.
Let m be the arithmetic mean of a random sanple of/*1- (where ,
the sampling fraction, is a constant between 0 and 1) drawn without 
replacement from a finite population of n members with mean and 
variance • Then the sampling distribution of ^  is asymptotioally
N [ * S ( ' - V ' J
This result was proved by IfhajtcnO' [7] .
It is derived from Theorem 2*6 by setting
y t K - f c — k  f*-1
__ _ J- C =    ^n"— K> *
and considering the xfs as the measures of the population.
If now we regard the first measures of & permutation of the
population values as a random sample of members drawn without
replacement from the population, the statistio Xk, I correspending
to the. above values of the y*s is given by 
1 7  / v  \  v f f i '  ( ^ ~ A )
Smtt. - o 27 ) + n 6 '/)- p.
_ x / ’
also 6 - ■
For the statistio B we havem
and
0-
- i r i n t - y + u ' f - f l } .
KjClfc*) ^ / n  :j J 4 ....
19
Hence by Theorem 2*6 is asymptotically distributed in the N(0* 1) 
form provided the population moments are such that
This condition is satisfied by almost all populations - effectively the 
only exception being, the case where almost all individuals in the 
population have the^measurel1'almost all* in the sense that the number 
of individuals with this measure is 0(n)j»
2*7*3 Studentieation of Bm( Xk. }:
If in Sgjl X* ) we replace 6 by S* its sample estimate given by 
and let the resulting statistic be denoted by 
t ( Xk. )# then t( X k } is the analogue for a sample drawn without replacement 
from a finite population* of Student's t for normal theory*
Theorem: If <S3'= 0(1| and if
randomisation distribution of t( } ^ N ( 0* 1}.
Broof : We show firstly that S2, converges in probability to €*" •
In this proof ^  ^  - the population moments
- the population symmetric polynomials
where as in 2*7*2. xi# i=l#2,..,..n are the population measures. 
Without loss of generality we may take S, = 0.
We have
20
Also Efs+/ti} =(f£o' / - d XiT ]  J
E f l S v Y h o l  = i^c &  +  ^uYY)
■■■ ( p f E ^ T l K l j  -  * £ m * 9  ♦ ( j g k f l
■=• ~ r  »  o(*v)
“  -f- 0^ /J SWtt ^ 2.=- Q O )
- 5* -f 06).
Similarly the remaining terms in ££s +^ H|*^  oan be shown to be 0(1)*
Hance i/av-^ s1) -* £*///<> £ —
*=. o(0 -
=  °6).
It follows by applying Tche bycheff *s Inequality that S2converges in 
probability to 6*' •
Then, since the randomisation distribution N{0, 1) it follows by a 
theorem of Cramer [2] that the randomisation distribution of t( Xa } aj 
N(0, 1).
We thus arrive at the analogue of the t-test in the case of finite
populations, and this test holds for nearly all large populations*
Of course this result can also be used to establish confidence limits
for the mean of a finite population.
If m ? Sz be respectively the mean and variance of a sample of ^
individuals drawn at random without replacement from a finite population 
of N individuals where —1 ■= ^  and N is large, then provided the
population is not a very unusual one, confidence limits (5%) for the
spopulation mean are given by ±
These are the main practical implications of Theorem 2*6 - indeed of 
chapter II.
CHAPTER III
3*1 : It has been stated that the results of Chapter II are mainly of
theoretical interest. Many- store results 'justifying* the normal 
assumption in commonly occurring tests of significance can be derived 
from consideration of the asymptotic joint randomisation distribution of 
more than one statistic belonging to the class ^  .
Of course it does not follow that, if R, e and R a € are 
separately asymptotically normally distributed under , they are jointly 
asymptotically normal under HJ. Prom the geometrical standpoint we are 
apparently asking more for asymptotic joint normality.
In the notation of section 1, under normal theory the joint 
distribution of r (n) , R^1) where (R^n  ^ ( R ^   ^ define respectively
», . „ u  Siv.. w  ^  & h > j
where ) is the subset of Cn _ 2 for which R^ J1^  a
C^l), " ” tt " M R|Ln) ^  b •
Hence as in section 1, for asymptotic equivalence of the joint distributions 
of Rj and R % under normal theory and under randomisation theory we require 
'uniform distribution of the set relative to the class of subsets of 
the form ^  Cb) . This is apparently asking more than
'uniform distribution of the set ^relative to the class of subsets of 
the form ^  Cn-iCk)?"
<£.(&) C a j ^  n k *  (b).
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From the geometrical standpoint, however, it is very difficult to 
appreciate just how much more we ask for asymptotic equivalence of the 
joint distribution of R and R under normal and randomisation theories - 
a three dimensional picture does not give much help in appreciating this 
situation - though it is quite clear that it is necessary to consider 
separately the question of the asymptotic joint distribution of more than 
one R e •
Sufficient conditions for asynptotio normality of the joint 
randomisation^of a finite number of statistics belonging to the olass 
can be obtained by a straightforward generalisation of the methods of 
Chapter II* Wald and V/olfowitz discuss this question by a different 
method* their argument being much more subtle than the present straight­
forward generalisation,
Lika Wald and Wolfowitz we discuss the case of the joint randomisation 
distribution of only two R's, R, * Rz € • Clearly a similar argument
introducing only additional algebraic cosqplexity can be applied to the 
case of more than two R's. No new principle would be involved*
3*2 : Joint -partitions : Let uu , v- be fixed + vt integers with u<*n
where is some given integer*
Let q, r be + (*. integers and p a integer or zero such that 
p ^ min(q, r)
i “•
and let S’ * £ + js
tet £ i ....... ; oLs>$s j- •*
be a set of S pairs of numbers (+ integers or zeroJ(c^# where
0 ^ a. a ^ ......   a
. . q
and (a, # a2 ,.*••... a) is a partition of LL»
H
and a^  = 0 % = q + 1, ......S.
^ 0 i = 1#•••••••• *p# 1| »*«»**S
= 0 i = p + 1,..... q. gj
and O ,  , p2 ,*......3p # 3^ + ^ , 3q + 2#.*....0^1 is a partition
of ^
with Pq +  Pq + 2 ^ ....... i P 8.
If some of the a*s from a,.......  a are equal then the $*s correspondingp
to equal a's are to be placed in ascending order of magnitude*
(a, (3fs vill be called a joint partition of ^  and of order S* Two
joint partitions (a, 3)s and (a*, $*)sf are the same if and only if S = S*
and cu = cl* 9 3. = P* i s 1|2* ••••*&• 
i i
3*3 : Let js , and i = l,2,.*.,n be two sets of n variables*
let (i, » ij, . . . . . . be an ordered set of S distinct integers from 1*
2#****,.Jn*
let ^  denote the expression
s m v )  a v ) ,
where (a, 3)s is a joint partition of Ul and i>~ and suofnation extends over 
all sets (i; # i^ #....i8I.
Then
can be expressed as a sum of terms3-3.1 Iftnuft : V  [ fi, y*.
25.
/
of the form < W  K*J], * where for each suoh term
(i} S' — S and S' = S only when ( 'If, % )s,= (a, P)fl .
(ii} each ¥• is the sum of one or more cl's and each £• the sum ofd o)
the corresponding P's.
(iii J (Tor7s)^ /does not depend on and the number of terms is
independent of 
This is a generalisation of Lemma 2*3*2.
Proof; Assume the result true for every pair partition of order S - 1, of 
any pair of integers u!, iXf , with cl ^ U. and £ O’m How
I  p  ( W X f r t )
= ' " ' z  . a v )  ( C ^ ) ( 4 V ) .
r i M ^ -  a m ® ..
by actual multiplication of the L.H.S. 
Now let uJ = U. - cijg
^  s • Pa ,
Then £  j   j ^ s - i a 3oinb ’
partition of order S - 1 of and i>' .
^ S0 ^ •>  ; »6»“* 3 °(/+0is3 fctfs 7   ■* is
a joint partition of iL and of order S - 1 and of the form { JT # f lg . i 
Let this be written as ( If , £
v  I ■■
Then the above identity may be written thus - omitting the and
for typographical brevity
w ,
26.
i,9? - W  =  ■
On the basis of the initial assumptions each $  on E,S, can be expressed 
in the required form and since the number of *$s in E.S. is independent 
of n, then oan be expressed in required form,
The result is true trivially for every joint partition of order 1 of any 
pair of integers u!} O'1 .
It is therefore true for partitions of higher order of any pair of 
integers,,
lemma 2*3*2 follows as a special case by putting t/'® 0 ,
3*4 s Orthogonal Members of the Class ^  .
let , E^ be two statistics of the class $(, /section zj defined 
respectively by
V f 4.i0 (f) 10 ^
c/** ~ ( c/1*'5 ‘ *” > '
and ,(y , i/y'')
3 I   5 d*-)■
. /v   . . .
Ej ,RZ will be said to be orthogonal statistics if for each n^
Z i  ^ V~ ~ f*H ) *  0  .
L—l
In what follows* without loss of generality* we will tabs
» s - . ? s .  e  ,
Also it is convenient to write as ty* *die*© *
though this does not imply that for n {<1 nz is a subset of •
3*5 : Theorems Let E ( * E 2 be orthogonal statistics belonging to the
class , Then the joint randomisation distribution of R ( ^
■ /v
L>v VE ^  ( /U} is asymptotically normal if* when,
kj. ifa'ii*) ^ Q [ ^ ^ J  /JU/t
than __ ^  b = f - A ,
Proof : let M, . j where 6C and Chare fixed +tAc integers* denote tbeW* v
( U' , Ch }th moment of the joint randomisation distribution of
and f? 2. (Xh ).
Without loss of generality we take m^ ( X*. ) = 1 and X*=: 0. Then
-  E ? [*?(&]*[tfCXfT I Hi I
- f  ($hXi+ If12^ 2" *+ -‘'hy*jX») / ^ *
By multiplying out each bracket and taking expectations term by term it
is clear that M ^  consists of a linear sum of terms of the form
/ /9 n  \ ' rr
i&)c
where 6^ = + 0 .
C(a, PI is a constant independent of n.
The number of terms in the sum is also independent of n* depending solely
on the number of joint partitions of XI and O'* Now applying Isma 3*3*1
t0 i L v  C¥!*> %k) snA 3oana 2*3*2 t o ^ ^ ^ & t )  it is clear that the 
term (A) contributes to terms (whose number is independents of n) of 
the form
G
I /O &  ^  f c -yf / ^ K&J c
»* C  ^  * c w * y j  v * >  „
where
(i) ( ^ » * ..... ^  f is a partition of LL with each If the sum of
one or more as Jj[n this partition we allow of zero Ys
(ii J ( , S2  ..... • * Ss() is a partition of th with each S the sum of
the corresponding 0S JjCgain we allow of zero SsJ •
(iiij ( K, s |<l#**.. is a partition of(tt*tf)ri.th each K the sum
of on© or more 6s •
(iv) the C*s are constants which do not depend on n.
Hfe consider the order of the term (B).
If any Kj = 1# or any pair(^ Sj) is (1#0), (0, 1) or (1, 1} the tens B is 0# 
If any Kj 2, then as in theorem #^the term (B) is either 0(1) or 0*
Again as in theoremS‘5*# if every Kj = 2 the term (B) is 0(1) unless S,= Sa— S»| 
If S , = = S, then Kj * % + £j , and -* o^j , Sj *
Collecting these results the term B is either 0 or 0(1) unless possibly 
we have OL and it both even and
S,o i 2,0 ; ...... ;a ,o  ; o, a i  o , * j ..........  ; ^ 2J
and the term B is that term in which — S^ -* drived from the term
of the form A corresponding to this particular joint partition of U. 
and it •
Evaluating the constants concerned shows that
U _J±-L __ . n f , ') -Cf U .1  V- b<rtL>
( j  i  - 1 ^
aJ  Li % 0~ Cu^t. ««nr
=  o o )  1
Since the bivariate normal distribution is completely determined by its 
moments if follows that the asymptotic joint randomisation distribution 
of E # E^ is subject, to the conditions of the theorem, normal and 
that B , E^ are asymptotically independently distributed. The 
extension to the case of more than two B*s is obvious - the proof will 
clearly through in exactly the same manner* Wa thus get the following 
theorem*
5*6 : Theorem : let 5^ be m mutually orthogonal statistios
belonging to the class $  ; if
M w v-. ( y*. its • • • • * &•*) - c  [K>llJ ^
,*®re j, + j>.+ -- - * J m ’ i> f  J ' 06
ana = ^  1
  ..........................
the joint randomisation distribution of R/ , is asymptotically
multinormal and R , » E ^  Rffl are asymptotically mutually independent*
Theorem 3*6 does not of course establish asymptotic equivalence of 
the joint distributions ofR f , B ..... E^ under normal theory and 
under randomisation theory* Its interest lies mainly in its subsequent use 
to establish asymptotic equivalence of the distributions of certain other 
statistios in the two cases*
CHAPTER IV : Quadratic Forma :
Many, statistics in common use are based on quadratic forms in 
random variables - especially those statistios used in analysis of 
variance* It therefore seems natural to prooeed from a discussion of 
linear forms to a discussion of quadratic forms* It is in this 
connection that Theorem 3*6 beoomes important*
i
4*1 : Quadratic Forms under Normal Theory s Let m  denoterm' v y\+f —^
the column vector I I in the random
h
I dw I
variables h h  - &  ; (Xyv^eX-
s j ) i— /
J* denote the transpose ofI ■* H aj
Let An be a syraaetrio %  X n matrix ( CL- J such that <Li\ m O  ^    ~\/ 0
i = 1, 2, n*
With this condition An has a latent vector/N/
L 'J
corresponding
to the latent root zero*
Let the remaining latent roots of An be ...... .
; j/______I__^
represents a quadratio -form Qn, say, in the-A/
random variables £<: .
Let the sequence of matrices (An| define for each n the statistic Q* 
Qn can be reduced by an orthogonal transformation
i -l  -  z a .  ^  H.-lt'« ~ -a i 'p • —  c ».
(hj
^nn * \/h 2  ^
iW , »(hj j, l. u .i  a.
to the form Qn = A, %  ■+ Az +.....  -+• AH-» %-».►»
where if Hq(o, 1} is true the 7*.‘hs wre independent N(0, If random 
variables, so that is distributed as X*" with one degree of
freedom (written X.to J.
Furthermore this transformation shows that Qn is distributed independently 
of ~  A  'J/**, when Ho(0* 1) is true.
In general the distribution function of a linear combination of 
independent X j^-j random variables is very complicated. However under
the wide conditions of the Central Limit Theorem* when the number of
(*v)
non zero X s tends 1*9 -infinity as n-^**o the distribution of Qn will
fa)
be asymptotioally normal under HqIO* 1). If the number of non-zero Xs
n-i
i . (K)
remains finite as n —> the distribution of X; 7tvi will not
t=/
necessarily tend to normality but may still tend to a limiting form 
which is completely determined by its moments.
We will suppose that this is so*i.e.* that the limiting form of 
the distribution function of Q exists under H 0 ( 0, 1} and that it is 
of a form completely determined by its moments.
We will denote ^  P ^ £ ** j H0(o,Oj. ^
K— 0
4*2 : The statistic Q does not* of course* belong to the class $
with which we are concerned.
fet =  — 1 ...........
Then the statistic LL defined by the sequence ( U* } does belong to 
the class since
(i) (Jy\ is homogeneous of degree 0 in the jfs
(ii) I v-i ^  -
h-f
A
K
I
a
CL
Also
A *u} -h + !/l' /)« Ginnn M h  - ^ V-'T* ~ J ^  ~ ~
'"v 'V
Ak * [0,0,  o] c^tL /L %  » 6lfc4*)
o
o
o
(iii) We suppose that the third property of the olass ^  is satisfied. 
Now when IM 0* 1} is true m ( ) converges in probability to 1.
** A#
fib nee
Pj |H„} = P f u ^ a  J HoCo.O} U e  %
r^> F„(af by a theorem of Cramer since 
converges in probability to 1. £
=  £  P f Q * * *  I
K—5><J0 1
4*3 s We consider now 
Let ^  denote the column vector X,
Xz
,x*j
When dealing with the randomisation distribution of U* may* without
loss of generality consider ma( XiJ = 1.
77/
The transformation Y*. Fn reduces An X.* to the
*» zrxrv>.
(K)
Yin ~ f ^ Xi + ..... +
j S  f"i ~  °  c - . u v , - .
10 1
2  Nj -  1
J-»
The statistic Yi, defined by the sequence ( Yin,) belongs to the class 
Now suppose all sets of m different Yi.5 > Yi*v satisfy the
conditions imposed on E, * E2 * ...... in Theorem 3*6. Then.by
Theorem 3*6 if ^£**0 — j s 3# 4*......n.
i»i. e j v r e -  -
where V  *■ ° 0  )'•
and ( a , . az  ..... a^ ) is a partition of a fixed integer r n .
consider now
I e { [ k - i h i l ' I -  £ i [ “ •(I'U I 
= IeIL^ TIh-} - »-Mll + «
+ €
where £ = 0(1) with respeot to n by 4*2.
=  l e l s z .  ¥?••-• Vg r C W - K T ' / * } -I L f9AJ" *■»*«*.,- tjK.
where 7^7 denotes summation over partitions (a (, a a ...... am) of r ^
^~7 denotes sunmation over ordered sets i, , i2 * im*
'■"'l' I 2727. (*?)''- ■ C C F ■*■ 6 -....C«»)I /»«-/■ t,,—
where is a function pf the partition and the integersV* C| C*v J
i. ........i which is 0(1) by 4*3*1*
I 7Q KM
It follows immediately that if I Xi | ^  0(j)bbe r^ *1 moments
Cxi
of the distribution of Un under normal theory and randomisation theory 
are asymptotically equal* Then since we are supposing that the limiting 
distribution of under normal theory exists and is determined by its 
moments, it follows that the asymptotic distributions of U for the two 
cases are equivalent*
The geometrical interpretation of this result, as considered in 
Cahpter I, still applies but by this stags has outlived its usefulness* 
Furthermore the conditions set up in this section while sufficient 
for asymptotic equivalence are by no means necessary* They are 
designed more for the case of statistics U  whose numeratorQ is defined by a
sequence of quadratic forms(Qn) in which the rank of Qn remains finite 
as n »o t than for those in which the rank of Qn — => as n 
This is illustrated by the following two examples.
4*4 : Analysis of Variance - One way Classification * In this we
consider the set f,, js^   of random variables to be divided into
^  classes* the i^ *1 class consisting of n- variables where 5^  ^  ~ ^  and
C*-i
each n^ is 0(n). It is therefore convenient to write the set Kt
m  the form \zi > ~ ■ J’aM.a.} ■* ■ ? fWi -> h.
1 Kc -
u t  kj
ana Q » ~ J£ * u L ~ i y
iJWt ~ ii S  Ij =■ Tt" jtj > u'- £***<*# .
“When HqCO* lj is true Qn is distributed as
Under an orthogonal transformation - §  /^ Jn in whioh
bn ~L !(»,»} i
where C^n is a normalising constant* and in which
7»1K ‘ar
-the well-known He Inert transformation -
i 1.
reduces to the formr •
Thus the limiting form of the distribution of Q ^  under normal theory is
X-pi-Q * a ^orm completely determined by its moments.
Also V ,  Yxk, -* - > 'Yjh,h satisfy the condition imposed on the S's
in Theorem 3*6 with a = Q .
Then fa:n &  » artier©
aj ,   /  .jL  - L i  I J. i _ jL —L d )^
*“ Cc h I n‘ * ‘ ^ a-r “R-J. *£+</* u /'
Also (Jfjjn) ^  I
If i( ^  i2 < are h(> 1) integers from 1,2......k-1, and
j i # jL # ••••Ofo ar® h- positive integers and such that j, + = D #
then’ I r l (r^y
mAJ»- - • jfcClfe*. 3lV • • = ^  C  [ ^  + + ^  +7f f j
-  06 >.
since Gin = 0 ( ~  ) and = 0(n) i =- l,2,....k-l.
Y*^ Ym*****> Yfc-f* satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3*6, with a = 0.
• • • • •It follows that if ~  0 ( ^ )  i = 3. 4...
then the asymptotic randomisation^of 6(K= a^s *f»-n
cLctZibvJA*r\>
form.
This forms the basis of the randomisation 'justification* of the 
normal theory assumption in the case of a one-way classification analysis 
of variance (see later} •
The exact expression for the first three moments of the randomisation 
diet ri but ioncLof Qn in the case where n, = ^ 2^  nft *s disousa9d 
appendix 1.
h-1
4*5 : ferial Correlation : While 4*3*2 is 0(1) if. & 0(0-
it is quite apparent that the 8s may be such that 4*3*2 is 0(1) although 
this condition does not hold. So this condition may not be necessary 
for asymptotic equivalence of the normal theory and randomisation 
distributions of statistids of the form 6(K . The fact that indeed it 
is not necessary is shown by the following.
36.
*1 ^  ^
let ~ \p\ 2 7  (k-l>")(k+r  £*) PKf, - ?»
Then 6<n *■ ^Ckd/fa ££ j is the standardised serial correlation 
coefficient of lag 1,
The distribution of under normal theory has been given by Anderson £/J 
Asymptotically the normal theory distribution ^  Uv\ is N(0,1), The 
randomisation distribution of 6U CXw j has been shown by Noether £*0 * 
in widening conditions given by Wald and Wolfowitz to be N( 0,1) provided
.n . ^ x U 0 j  4 = ° ( ^ J  = 3* 4.......
So subject to this condition the asymptotio distributions of this statistic 
obtained bynfche two approaches are equivalent. It will now be shown
that all the conditions of 4*3 are satisfied by except the condition 
that 53 j X^j ^  O  0  J
L — 1
If %  a'vV; and In is the unit ^  matrix
then d&t X XX ) is a circulant and the roots of cUJ~[ ^  — X J = o  
are easily shown to be 0 and ^  *'
Hence here y\^J -* Cxo i = 1,2,....... n - 1
If n is odd, say , and /$. is an orthogonal matrix in whioh
^  r >5 \/a c * o ( s - ....... ^
~ L tmo, #,2,* •• , K./.
and
^    p  /_) f*r t * a *
then the substitution L~T^ reduces to the
forra <*• . % £
C */
Now for 1 ^ i A n 1 ,
* A  • 5 2 7 ^ ( ^ ^ rJ.
while for n' i i ^.n- 1
£ ^t*n) =• / j .
Hence if ±t , i2 , ****ih are di®tinct integers from 1, 2,...., a - 
and j, , ja , • •••Oh* ara ^ positive integers such that j, +
then % * )  = I t  tia98 * •“  of ter“ of
multiples of cosines and aims, the modulus of each term certainly 
being less than or equal to 1.
It follows that •'tj,j2.... y,K %k) 6 0(0-
Thus all sets of h, different y tvts corresponding to non-zero X £ £
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3*6 with a = 0.
Also the limiting distribution function'of Un being N(0, 1} is
completely determined by its moments. 
n -i „ „ *t~t
■Wwhere n' is the greatest integer 
less than %. •
_ -L a. s~ nJ£-
#f
x/n *■')*] ft*. ~  _  £) /
=  7T SU#.
This emphasises the weakness in the conditions set out in 4*3. In
fact these conditions are more or less useless for studying quadratic
forms whose rank tends to infinity with n because in almost all these 
cases, this final condition is not satisfied.
I have tried to weaken the condition Z> ! k L — O O  ) by
£iX. I
studying the remainders S  in 4*3*2. But «n approach along these 
lines would seem to lead to conditions so complicated as to be useless 
I have also tried to establish conditions which would not
necessitate reduotion of the quadratic form to canonical form but 
this approach (naturally enough) was even less promising than the 
former.
CHAPTSS V •
In this chapter we deal with some practical impli cat ions of results 
obtained in previous chapters.
5*1 ; Analysis of Variance.
5*1*1 • One-way Classification : Here we hafe k samples, the i ^
aamplB containing measures , 3^  ,.... x ^  , i « 1, 2 , ....k.
■» *t , Xc, -sr X.Cj , Kn *» ***•/ •
Under normal theory we assume that x ^  can be expressed in the form 
Xtj* "*■ ole "+ where a,, a2 are constants and £13
is a value of a normal random variable whose distribution does not depend 
on i or j.
Let HoA denote the hypothesis that var a = 0.
We test Hqa by means of the statistic
r  Z ^ kcU l ~ ^
r ~   t'-v ------
7k g g f e j - x j
<■'1 J5, JA L~l
large values being significant.
When HqA (0, 1} is true, as n —s> *6 , the denominator of P converges in 
probability to unity. Hence the distribution of P ^  the distribution
/ J
of the numerator and the numerator is distributed as j^ j under
H ^ O ,  1) i.Q asymptotically, under normal theory, F is distributed as 
J -
*-/ ^Cfe-Q
Under randomisation theory we assume that can be expressed in the
/ * 
form x ^  = 0^  + S;. where a, , a2 .,.0^  are constants and 6Cj is a
value of a random variable (not necessarily normal), whose distribution
does not depend on i or j.
HqA denotes the hypothesis that var a = 0 .
40
/ —j ^
distribution of gr, 27 Ac__/_________________  -2
^ f ^ - * . . ) 1 *  * "
-^i j—1
asymptotically, subject to a verymild restriction.
^  £ g ( * Cj- x „ t =
* /t- t’~' j=(^
S S ( ^ T  +
£ £ ( * / - * ■ ?  i : £ c * ‘i-*-TLSI J ml l~ I J *1
The second term on the R.S. converges in probability to 0 as n — s> *0
We have seen in 4*4 that if Hq^ is true# then the randomisation
. fa
Therefore the first • -
Am M /
Therefore k-h. fa l 1j L,J converges in
- i i t & i - x f<■=>
Hence the randomisation distribution of F v
to 1 as n — *
 probability to 1 as a — 5>-o
i.e.# a randomisation test using the same statistic as the usual normal 
theory test is asymptotically equivalent to the latter and so for large 
values of n the normal assumption is in almost all cases unimportant.
So if the original set of measures are ranks# the analysis of variance 
technique can be applied# without qualification.
5*1*2 : Two-way Classification : The set up in which we compare
the randomisation and normal theory approaches in this paragraph is the 
following.
pq measures are arranged in p A—classes and q B—classes# the measure in 
the ith A-class and B-olass being X4 a .
M; (x*) f u ' & l
Again the condition £*£#5] 4 ~ °L J is in parti ouXar^
for the set X« = (j32, 3,.... > K )•
Undar normal theory we assume that oan be depressed in the form
xij ~ °i + %  + £ij 'wh®r® i = 1, 2,.. • .p, j = l,...-q wee 
constants and 6U^* is a value of a normal random variable 6 whose 
distribution does not depend dn i or j.
denotes the hypothesis that var a = 0 
h0B ..............     0 = 0
We test H a by means of the statistic F* = •—  S*~ /  s - c JL
We test H^t,...................... P _ -L r v/ — I— - £ x
...................  B i-i e /(t>-)(t- 0  R ‘
These tests are independent of each other*
Under randomisation theory we make a similar assumption omitting only 
normality of the distribution of £ •
In this cas^ f/0A ' and 'H^ g denote the corresponding hypotheses.
As in 5*1*1 we can use the statistics F^ and Fg in the randomisation 
approach and if p, q are large, the randomisation distribution of F^ and 
Fg are equivalent to their normal distributions. For with the initial 
assunqption, whether or not H^g is true, if H*^ is true then all 
permutations of the measures where ~ Qj “ * ar® equally likely
and this leads as in the one-way classification case to the same 
asymptotic (with regard to p ) distribution of FA as under normal theory 
subject to the mild condition on the y*s that has been applied previously. 
Similarly for Fg .
It is clear that the whole .analysis of variance technique oan be built 
up in this way, and that provided we are dealing with large numbers, 
in almost all cases the normal assumption oan be dropped without
altering to any extent the result of the test.
5*.2 5 The -Problem of m-rankings and a Generalisation of it: The
problem of m-ranldngs isi:the following.
m individuals each place n objects in order according to their valuation 
of them. The question is whether there is any association between the 
ways in which the different individuals order the objeots. We disouss 
the following more general problem which arises in connection with 
analysis of variance.
In the notation of 5*1*2 let p = n and q = m.
In 5*1*2 the assumption that can be expressed in the form
*ij = ^  + Pj +.... .............. U)
is not always justifiable. There may be no reason to suppose that the 
only effect of the B-classification say, may be a 'change of mean* as 
this assumption implies. In this case the assumption that
x^j oan be expressed in the form
xij = ai + ^ ............ *.....
where a z , ,,an are constants and (t? is a value of the random
variable ^  whose distribution depends on j (not necessarily only with
regard to the mean), may be more appropriate. With the assumption
(2) arises the question of testing the hypothesis HoA that var a = 0.
If h " is true, then on the assumption (2), for fixed j all permutations 
oA “
of the values x .,x ........«x. are equally lihely* This is so far
■1 4-3 3
j = 1, 2,.....,m.
Pitman and Welsh have proposed a test of on this basis though neither 
has discussed in detail the asymptotic (for n -**) properties of the 
test, [to]
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While this problem arises from weakening assumptions in the analysis of 
variance approach, as it tacitly recognised by Pitman, it is most 
conveniently treated in a similar fashion to the problem^ of m-rankings, 
Sbr if is true there is no tendency for measures of relatively 
similar magnitude to be grouped together in the sane A-class, while 
if var a ^  0, there is such a tendency.
/
Accordingly to let &
«  C  = Z  #
C~I
Then as in analysis of variance is used as the basis of a statistic 
for testing
We standardise by setting
w  - (s«z_ £).
and show that the distribution of W over equally likely permutations 
within each B-class is asymptotically N( 0, 1).
We have y
where *  = J - S  =  product moment Correlation
J K  ^  c=.| v ^  j.jj
coefficient between the measures in the j and k B classes,
M- M-
N/2
Hence W  *
. . . . . . .
How the attribution of ^  over equally litely permutation, within 
each of the j’*'*1 and kth B classes is exaotly the same as its distribution
over equally likely permutations of the j ^  class only for a given
*hVi
permutation of the k class.
2 ,
Hence by section^the distribution of each n/Jv^  N(0, If provided
the (a/^  moment • of the set (x,. . x ...... x J is of n, ^
*0 2.J no /- -*
for each j*   5*2*1.
Furthermore it can be shown that subject to this restriction the set 
of mg r .. s are asymptotically independently distributed over equally2> jX............................... ...
likely permutations within each B-olass........5*2*2.
Thus Vv/ is asymptotically distributed over equally likely
permutations within each &-class as the sum of independent
N(0, 1} random variables.
Hence subject to these restrictions W is asymptotically distributed in 
the N(0, 1) form.
The statement 5*2*2 requires some justification. For suppose we 
consider m = 3.
Then we have the three correlation coefficients r/a. * r/3 * r*3 *
It is immediately obvious that these are pair-wise independently 
distributed e.g. r(i and r,3 are independent, since given any value
of r, the distribution of r., is obtained from all permutations of
■ 12. . *
the third B-olass relative to the first. But it is by no means obvious 
that the three variables are independent, asymptotically. In fact 
this would seem to be untrue since given r^ — 1 and r^ — 1, rz^  is
of necessity 1.
However, the fact that they are asymptotically independently
distribution can be proved if the condition 5*2*1 is satisfied.
The method of proof is similar to that used in Theorem 3-5 and only a
sketch is given here as the details are almost identical with these 
of Theorem 3*5.
We consider £  ^  (fi ^ 2.) (\£
We then define a joint partition pf the three integers U, O-j U> ^ 
by an obvious generalisation of 4*3.
Denote such a joint partition by (a» 0, Y  )s.
By considering the expansion of (Vh. we find
that E j J Ho* j can be expressed as
: ( 3
o£
the sum of a number independent of n)^  terms of the form
5*2-3. ^
'S 
where
*s a cons"ta'n*' independent of n.
£,[4^,) is a partition of ( Ll-h U> ) formed by the h, non-sero sums 
<E,i — (ofc + Yi;} of the joint-partition (a, (3,Y )s j
/ it (1 l ^
62 [u.+ t> j " i
(r2j = f3j) of the joint-partition (a* ^  T )j ^
€$0^3) ” " ” 6)3 j u " “ ^  u 1
3^fe JovvJ’ — j^o^Cdtl^x (j^ ! (Sy Y  Js ^
and denotes a symmetric polynomial (as in 2*3*2) in the
elements ( ^  7 X*t- ) of the i ^  B-class.
Noting that tij + hz + 2S we find that if each £ ^  2 and some <z > 2
the term 0*2*3 is fl(l), if 'VC ) ~ 0 J - 3,4., ••• 6=^2,2.
Also if on© or more £ = 1 the term 5*2*3 is easily shown to be ©(1)*
Subject to this condition.
The remainder of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3*5 4
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The facts that rj2, # » and r23 have., asymptotically, independent
randomisation distributions and that in particular rJ3L= r,3 * 1 implies 
* * “ 1 for all n, seem to be mutually contradictory*
That they are not in fact so, is explained as follows.
( xi* 7^# i = 1, 2, n be n sets of measures such that
- £ * •  = o,t-i t = j <r t-i
t  x? = -  £ * ?  =  <>L ■=» c®1 TV,
^  - 2 7 ~ ^ = 27 =  ^*
r^and r^are respectively the product moment correlation coefficients 
between x and y and x and z.
»r
We ask what are the limits of variation of r^- 27 subject to
i ~i
these conditions*
Introducing Lagrangian constant \z, jXs*X^* v* stationary 
values of r given by the solutions of the above equations and the 
set of n equations^
K  Xi ■+■ \z + A3 +■ X4 =  ^  i ^  .
= 0 by addition.
From this set of n equations we find easily that if rQ is a stationary 
value of r13 then
tx, +  0- /\3 ■+ V  = 0 
^X, + Xs + ^4 3 0
Xj *+* ^  X3 -t J> X4 = Q  
and hence = ab - a1 M l  -
Clearly r^ has a maximum and a minimum value and these stationary values 
must be these*
If a = b = 1 then t^  = 1, a a  we had above.
But if a = b - 0 then r2g can lie between + 1 ; and if a and b are both 
very small the limits of variations of r are very nearly + 1*
* <5
Now the randomisation distributions of r,2and r, ^ discussed above are 
independent of each other and each distribution is asymptotically 
N(o.-^r).
Hence when n -^ » *o with probability — ^1* a and b can be taken to be 
^  IfK  ^* And so it is quite possible that asymptotically the randomisation 
distribution of the variables r,z , rJ5 « r25 are in fact independent.
This resolves the apparent contradiction above.
Be turning1 to the asymptotic distribution of W considered above* if
x, . = i * i = 1,2,....*n* j = 1,2,....., m, then as has been seen
/ 0^ 2
previously the x^! satisfy the condition that ma( XKj ) = ®( K 4- )
= 3|4| • • • • • .
It follows that if the values x^ .. from which we start are ranks* then the 
distribution of W ^  N( 0, 1).
/2 kj / J1 2*6w-0'\
Ifence the distribution of S* ^  /Y m- 1 /
For the case of ranks Kendall [C, ] has introduced a coefficient of 
concordance which we will denote by W ( ‘there
w , - i  &
[ / 2 'N
According to the above the distribution of N  ^^  /.
Kendall has suggested that the distribution function F(W| } of Wj is 
given asymptotically by
" =  - m > Wi
,tere k -LP "" 2. (A'"*) tvL-
■w = cm-o f jih-i) - i , }
The distribution suggested by Kendall tends as n ^Oto the/ nw\,3 J t 9
as is easily shown.
This proves that Kendall's suggestion is, in this sense, correct*
5*3: The Multiple Correlation Coefficient: The case of t£e multiple
correlation coefficient provides an interesting application of an aspect 
of Theorem 3*6 that has not yet been discussed. This aspect is the . 
fo Horsing.
Theorem 3*6 stated that the joint randomisation distribution of a 
set R, , H2 ,....Ejjj of mutually orthogonal members of the class $  is 
asymptotically multinorraal subject to certain conditions.
It follows that subject to these conditions the joint randomisation 
distribution of m linearly independent linear combinations of E / , Bz ,
, Ejjj is asymptotically multinormal.
The question then arises - under what conditions is the joint distribution
asymptotically multinormal. This leads to the following corollary to 
Theorem 3*6.
5*5*1 lemma : Let R^, i = 1,2,,.... m, be *a set of n£ members of the
of a set RI , R ^ #    Rjjj which are not necessarily orthogonal.
class ,
n
i=/, V-y*. 
and m 2 £*0 = I
j , + j % ....+ jm = and j - 3,4,
do M. oQ and the matrix
is non-singular and so positive definite }
then if ^6**) ■« aJU+c b» i-4* f”
ths joint randomisation distribution of E , # B2 H is asyaptofcloellyot
multinormal*
ifroof t let \Z^  be ths matrix ( with 'hi I and let g  be
chosen so large that this matrix is non-singular*
^»<M/ f^K) ^(KJ _
tCn) v0\)
- >
"2 0 1 ° 1
= i
' o O
_ < 9 ............. c_
V
i(*)
" * » * •  X V ,  x r , "  -
“  V ,  _  4 ^ ( C i t ~ ' 2 t £ . - ■■ - * & C )  i - w - . -
N N N
The set H, # B2 # •••».., is an orthogonal set of nombors of the class 
$  for if N
S'w = -p (ftiX, + f c X  + -' +
then
Also
~ )/Z ,
i u  = T i p  ( Cu y,< + < £  y* + .....+ V ~ )
uk 1^/ Oei ft) ^«—i '  ^  ^ ^—» <*y r w fru . (fu _«_/• . ^  (27 y* y,-< - t 7 ^ 0 27 ^ [c,j i  ^  •*- +c*v *-J
K ^  .<» «0 W
- T(Ar v") 2-/ Aj Cfc cfc.
V J '*=' o f  <-*J
=  *  y & )  ^  ^ = i f c=i ■
s ° T O h w  g f r h - o . t + i
and / n
Alao ainoo ( Ji«, lf*», —  , Vil") ^ 0  [h J J ' 5,4' J
since Xi ■— 5> \c n« «o where is non-sera#
and sinoe / <y 4 / it is olear that
50.
* o [k ^ 1  , j » u - -
*t follows by Theorem 3*6 that the joint randomisation distribution of
\ N
E, * Ez ,  is asymptotically multi normal.
Then since E; * E^ ••••• Em oan be expressed as linear combinations of 
®i 9 #••••* their joint randomisation distribution is asymptotically
multinormal.
This completes the proof of the lemmas*
5*5*2 t We now apply this lemma to the case of the multiple correlation 
coefficient.
I*t I * v, # ••••**/*, b® (m + 1) random variables.
let H0* denote the hypothesis that the distribution of JL is independent
of the distribution of tic y s
Sat (.•**# •••••* $**■( J a = 1,2* ...., n* be £  sets of values
assumed by these random variables n «  1*2*3.......
Without loss of generality in what follows we will assume that* in 
previous notation %-k ~ 6 > — / 3
* 0 and M zC^ cx) —  1
for all values of n .
Let X k in previous notation be a permutation of
U t  ~ S ’ f a
l e t  XU. (Mx**.) MA^tx I
We assume that as n —^00 V^J—^ V  a non-singular o y m  matrix.
It is easily shown that * the multiple correlation coefficient of
x on % * % » by
where f s'?
w - I sj*5
S<*)K
(m2. J er*^  }Thus hfl is a quadratic form in the *>L s ■
When Hq * is true all permutations X* a*e equally likely and the joint 
distribution of X,* X*, ....jXhis thtos defined.
If j* —  Cy* *J ?£*) - 0[*1 ^ J
j, + j ^  + jm = j j = 3,4, ... then by lemma 5*3*1 the joint
randomisation distribution of the sf1 s is asymptotically multinormal.
aiso £ j sj-sr/«:j = -k £ fcl *< I m I
i f  * i h ~i
- izI * * ^ 2 7 +  i ^ b f e y W/ Ot*» I I
L di±fl -*■
where ^ (^C*) is the symmetric polynomial in the x*s as before.
.(h)
te -+ _J«L  ^  Ao .. V KV —* I J
Hence the asysptotie correlation matrix of the is V  •■ • /s/
Then since j/KJ it follows that asymptotically the randomisation
distribution of riR*ls of the^C^form with m degrees of freedom.
5*3*3 Once again this result is the same as the normal theory result.
For it is well-known that if the joint distribution of ^  ay, 
is multinormal and the distribution of £ is independent of they*} , ■%_
# • • • • • then the sampling/function F(E ) of R is given by
dF  -  g / W  ( / - *  *J *-((?)''- dtC-
X > X )
From this it is easily ’ shown that the sampling distribution of 
n R 2 ^  9C2- with m degrees of freedom.
Again, subject to very mild restrictions, the randomisation approach 
and the normal theory approach are asymptotically equivalent.
Conclusion
The applications given in 0hapter V cover a fairly wide field 
and there are probably many more statistics, less widely used, to 
which the theory established in Chapters 1 - 4 is applicable.
Of course any results of this paper are purely of mathematical 
interest. In practice it is necessary only to find the first few 
moments of a randomisation distribution in order to get a good enough 
approximation to it. This is commonly done, though it does often 
require a fair amount of algebraic manipulation (e.g. appendix 1).
The main mathematical interest is the extreme weakness of 
conditions sufficient to ensure asymptotic equivalence of the 
various randomisation and normal-theory distributions discussed.
And this is just another facet of the theorem on which so much statistical 
theory is based - the Central Limit Theorem, though this thesis does 
little more than touch the fringe of this aspect of it.
APPENDIX I
In this we find exact expressions for the first two moments of 
the randomisation distribution of the sum of squares between classes 
for a one-way classification analysis of variance.
let x„ ----- * -- XtK)............. X ^  be a given set of numbers
be a permutation of this 
set.
n
let Xt\ = K- 27 Xtalo£'z-i
and ft. ^  Xcf where without loss of generality
1=1
we suppose ^7 Xcj =■ O  
Suppose all permutations of the given set are equally likely
have
= X^+Xa--- ■ +■ f ^k]  ^
1  q  a
~  H  ^ 2 ^ A/ ^  , say where & denotes the expression
in square brackets and v, denotes a symmetric polynomial in the pn
values of x/greviously.
We ^  , ±. _ 5 A  %  c'
Now - Sg, SJ =■ 0 p Sit"* •
■ ■ E f c )  - i; % [ ' - & ]  -  j £ r , £
~  (/*-!) ki.
where k. is the k-statistic of the set of x*s. .
Again E  ~  E C ^I +
=  + 4 f ^ '2.
From the above E C U ) * ““ ^ 2.
Also £ (u}~) -* {* *£i (^ k/*3 S±z H<-1 6^ -a) ^ h/3? 1S2.11 +
+  />■ ^ ( b ^ z ~ i M ‘3') Qrip3 SI,, ■
We have
and so since f>' * o ,
S*„ - £ *  -  3
'S/i *
•* s % *
Hence collecting up terms we get after some algebraic reduotien 
hipAt.l'i -* f/_!ci , .i&(*-i)k(hO ? rn _  ^(VO/>#>-0 j-y
or in terms of the k*s
f M  -
So if* n is large and k^ small  ^ £  /c£) =s C/^ -^0 k£ .
K-3 £6tf) = ,£3+ +>z% ECuS) +. 9  £ (u3) .
Wo already have £  & 0  , E" •
C/,31 A V  'Si , , A kW  ^  , I /,j S3 III
* #> j f u  +  3 ?-K  u ^ F )  + P k i p ^  +
-+- f>»(VO£(f’f'A-O-Utn)+jk(*-i)-4Mujfh-4.) +(£.,)>
+  3 (^ -1) (f>-i) //>-31 f + (1 £ ^ ‘""i
J /pKJ^U
It is easily shown that
56*
i3
'2.S l2z ■» 2 -  3 + $2.
Sam, » -*> St +S'£+Sz +i3 Si ~  Si
= 54 & t - M  £ £  ~ g f t  +  s S J
Sum, »  -MbSi + 90,Z. Sz +  4 0 $  -  / A  $
The subsequent expression of f J ^ X n  terms of the k's involves a 
great deal of algebra and seems hardly worth while. On carrying this 
through and picking out terms of 0(1} we get
E  6 V )  ' ( A -0 ^ )  4/ -«-°CO
This verifies that the first three moments of the randomisation
4jy
distribution of ^  ■are# to first order of approximation* those 
of a variable with (/=>—*} degrees ©f freedom.
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ADDITIONAL PAPER 
A note on tho logarithmic distribution
In a series of N trials with constant probability H of suocess in
each trial, the probability of S successes is a term of a binomial
distribution viz.,
The most familiar m a t hod of deriving the Foisson distribution
-S hi?
(giving the probability 6 T^T of S successes in a large number of 
trials where the probability of success in each trial is small) is to 
let N — and 77" —>» 0 in the binomial distribution so that N7T — m.
Fisher's logarithmic distribution can be derived from the negative 
binomial distribution in a similar manner.
It is convenient to have in mind a particular set-up where the 
negative binomial distribution applies. The following set-up was chosen, 
despite its artificiality, for ease of interpretation.
If, from an effectively infinite volume of liquid containing 
organisms, a sample of given volume is drawn, the probability that the 
sample contains n organisms may be taken as the n *^1 term of a Pbisson 
distribution. The maan ra of this distribution depends on the volume 
of the sample. A sample of such volume that the corresponding Foisson 
distribution has mean m will be called a sample of type m.
If the volume of the sample is not fixed in advance but is chosen 
at r andom so that ths probability that the sample type lies between m
j> -e then the probability that the sample
contains n organisms can eqsily be shown to be a term of a negative
r£h k 1binomial distribution viz., (j
Suppose V samples are drawn in this way.
Then the expected number of samples containing a organisms is
. b* -
and m + dm is rck)
Now let V a n d  k 0 so that Vk —3> a, a constant. Writing 5C*
gives in ths limit ths expected number of samples containing n 
oL •£**organisms to be , a term of the logarithmic distribution*
Now let S denote the number of sanjplea drawn containing at least 
one organism, and let N denote the total number of organisms obtained in 
drawing V samples, in the original case*
The probability P(a/ , a2   ) of drawing
V - S samples containing no organisms
a,     1 organism
a x ................. 2 organisms
and so on, where
a i + a £-#•* •••••• = S
a, *X&i+ = *
“  *1™  ”  w  .,-«-•*> t t  c r a ~ )  X -  A
p < V v  ••) v - e i w -
letting V— > xD and k — 0, Vk —5> a, and writing X *  f> gives
-  / .A .v - 0 - a - * ?
L is then the likelihood function in the limiting case is,the logarithmic
distribution case. This likelihood function leads to the maximum
a A
likelihood estimators <t and x of a and x respectively as the solutions
of the equations S * - a log( 1 - x )
A
N = X a^ a cl *1 - X *
The limiting Pom of the Joint Distribution of 8 and N.
In order to find the joint sanpling distribution of S and N for the 
logarithmic case, we have to sum L over all values of a, , a^,..... such
3+ aa + + »•••«• * S
and a t + 2a2+ 3a3+ ••••.. = N.
On performing this summation we get
^ , tJ J s X* 06 S 6od
s? "nT
wh9r9 £ 6 0  . l r M - ^ l S
( » •  [ £ * toL .
Hanoe the distribution of S is given by
p f s - s j  -  ( / - * ) * £
• M=S  x *
-= ( /- * / g £ j?C<0g fsM-0.t+
*■ «-<> > w-e>, /,--- <*-/.
«  O - x f  
-  < f ~ f  g  [ - w * > ] ‘ :
Senas in the logarithmic oase S is distributed in the Boiseira fora with 
mean - a log(l - x).
The moment generating function of the joint distribution of S and H 
is given by * , 3 ** t N*
S-mo S I H*0 ™  ’
=  o - x ) * £ < * * p  & c * ^ )
S~D $.
- (/-'Xj^  [rote*1 0 ~ ^ t)]
3* 6 *;
-
Putting t, * 0 we get the moment generating function of the distribution
(/ ~xf
of N to be
It follows that N is distributed in the negative binomial form 
and p j M l -  ('-*)* J C
' J r f o  n !
Given S >  0 the distribution of N is of son© interest. It is given by
pfN*Nls j » [--&f6-x)J A fsM
’ I
This distribution. the binomial distribution, the negative binomial 
distribution^ and ths Boisson all fall into the same class, as can be 
seen as follows :
let a random variable ^ take the discrete set of values 0. 1,2.. • • • •
and let
= — A t  Jk. Q hfo)
 ^ * where g(z) is a •suitable' function.
If g(z) = (1 + z)8 where S is a + ve integer then £ has the binomial
distribution with mean jp s .
For ^(0) = and P =  S^h ” i*
If g(z) = (1 - Z)"a then o) ^
i.e., ^ has a negative binomial
i
distribution.
If g(zj = € then gn(0j = 1
and P £  i#e*^ i^as a ®°iason distribution.
Clearly other distributions of this type can be derived by giving g(zj 
different forms.
Returning to the original disoussion we have
e -Csn) -  _>-V j -^ r*y  ..
4,^.0
= (/-*/ fA -*g-eMti «, 7
«J*
n/\f
C*rU-CSN) ” /-JC
OX
Also ire have var S = - a log(l - x) and var N = ;-----
{X — jcJ
The results obtained her© for var S# var N and cov(S# N) differ from 
these obtained by Professor Fisher in his disoussion of the logarithmic 
distribution in connection idth sampling a population of butterflies*
This difference is accounted for as follows
Firstly ire establish a correspondence between the butterfly problem 
and the negative binomial set-15) above by making
Type of sample — >> Species of butterfly*
By establishing this correspondence we automatically associate with a 
species a number m* which is the mean of the Boisson distribution arising 
from sampling the particular species (see below)*
We sippose also that the probability of the number m associated with a
I ,_k fe-/ -Kt
speoies chosen at mndom lying between m and m + dm is p H  e cL*,. 
This maintains the correspondence*
We further assume that the result of our sampling activity is to 
fix attention on V species* chosen at random from the population and 
then to sample these species j^ This corresponds to drawing V sanplesj * 
With this correspondence we may replace 'type of sample containing 
n organisms ' by 'species represented by n individuals throughout the 
above discussion*
Interest lies in the limiting case where V-?<o and k —^ 0. 
Increasing V of course means increasing the number of species on which 
we fix attention but even as V we retain an element of randomness
in the choice of species on which we fix attention*
In calculating var S and var N Professor Fisher considers a 
Situation into which this element of randomness does not enter* Con­
sequently the results here obtained for these quantities should be greater 
than his results* Mathematically this difference is brought out as
follows •
0 m z0 then in choosing V samples at random* probability that
In other words in ths situation discussed here* in the limiting 
case* ths number of species on which we fix attention for sampling with 
a value of m between m , and m^ does not converge in probability to its
Professor Fisher evaluated var S in the limiting case on the basis
He was envisaging quits a different situation by considering the sampling 
technique such as to fix attention on species to be sampled so that there
nuiriher lies between m and m + dm*
Finally there are two less artificial situations in which the 
results here obtained might be applicable*
fa of these have a value of m between m and m + dm is ^
Ur')a e * f'
As V —=5> and k -s> 0* this probability — ? ---- ^ j---
Mjt *
where P* * | -L
expected value
U ‘“'Vb
that fthe distribution of species according to m* is given by e ' dk, ^
q/ —
are* in the limiting case ~  e oUn, such species whose associated
(i) A population of individuals consists of many different species*
In each of various different ’districts* a very large number of species 
are present but not all species occur in any one district* The number m 
associated with a species is the expected number of this species observed 
as a result of a fixed sampling method in any *district* in which the 
species is present* In the limiting case most species are very rare in 
the districts in which they occur* We then assume that sampling by a 
fixed method in a chosen district is equivalent to choosing a random 
selection of species from the population and then sampling this selection 
by the fixed sampling method*
(ii) A population of individuals consists of V different species.
The medium in which the population exists is heterogeneous* So that in
sampling a single species the probability of observing n members of the
r(k+K) b*
sDecies may be taken to be — --- - ~-L— ^ ^  the same for everv soecies.
rfto *! G+V*** ----------------
Every species in this situation has exactly the same status in the 
population. The limiting case now corresponds to sampling a population of 
individuals consisting of many species all of which are equally rare ~ 
quite a different situation from case I*
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